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Abstract 

There is strong competition and rapid change in technology cell phone industry. Cellular 

industry has to build up customer-oriented strategies in order to compete effectively in the 

competitive environment. The longer a brand can retain a customer, the greater revenue and 

cost savings from that customer. Pakistani customer have greater choices between multiple 

cell phone brands. This study aims to identify and analyses the factors that influence cell 

phone users and adoption of high technology cell phone brands. 

Facts and figures for this research were collected by using a convenience Sample of 160 cell 

phone users in Bahawalpur City, Punjab Province, Pakistan. The decision to switch the cell 

phone brand or to be loyal with current cellular brand is hypothesized to be a function of 
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customer satisfaction that is ultimately has strong relation with, service quality and brand 

commitment, switching cost also has great impact on the both dimension of customer either 

to be loyal with brand or to switch. Here switching cost also play very important role to keep 

customer loyal with brand.  

The research findings reveal that service quality brand commitment impact on customer’s 

satisfaction level. As this level increase, it makes a customer loyal and in decrease in 

satisfaction level leads to switching behavior of customer. Switching cost also play a key role 

to keep loyal a customer even if he/she want to change the cell phone brand. The findings 

also reveal that the young and high-income groups are more likely to switch towards high 

technology cell phone brand. 

Keywords: customer switching behavior in cellular industry, customer loyalty, Brand 

commitment 

 

1. Introduction 

There  is  critical  issue  for  cellular industry in present competitive environment  to  

build  long  term  relationship  with  their  customer. Deregulation and  

materialization   of  new  technology  in cellular industry  have  greater influence on 

behavior   of customer. To find out the reason of  customer  switching  behavior  is  

very  important  because  result of this behavior is  greater  loss  in  future. Garland, 

(2002) demonstrate in his research customer switching  stand for  customer  relinquish  

one  source/supplier for  another. 

Previous  researches find out  many factors  are  relevant  to switching behavior  and 

cause inconvenience for customer  like  pricing, failure in providing core services, failure 

in providing best quality, competition  and low level of awareness or less switching cost. 

Many investigate combination of numerous features so as to become reason  of customer 

switching. 

To enhance customer satisfaction various strategies are available ,manage customer  

retention  programme  or create  switching  barriers to prevent customer switching. 

Different brands in cellular industry can maintain high  level of customer satisfaction 

developing    diverse  relational  benefits  that  give  to regular  customers. 

Although numerous researches reveal , customer  satisfaction  definitely  influence 

loyalty of customer  but  is  not  constantly  valuable  circumstance  if this become 

unsuccessful to  generate the  expected results. So,  research  also   propose  some  

other  factors  that  is  necessary  to  analyze. 

Cell phone companies should  manage  to accomplish  customers  requirements  and 

prevent their  switching for other  brands, first  they have to  understand  customer  

needs, and their expectations solve  these issues by focusing on relationship marketing and 

create great  interest of customers in their product by improving quality to  find  out  

ways  to  maximize  shopping  benefits and  maximizing  shopping  cost. 

Oliver,1997 stated that usually  customer satisfaction means  customer  response  of   

contentment and  customer’s  opinion  to  the  contented   condition. It enhance 
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loyalty of customer  and  prevents  customer  to  be  disloyal ,It  decrease  customer   

price  compassion,  reduce  cost  of  failed  marketing  and  new  customer  

entering, reduce  OC(operating  cost),improve  Ad (advertisement)  effectiveness  and 

enhance   business   reputation. 

Brand commitment is faithfulness of an person to his/her brand choice. Commitment is an 

important factor because it influence customer to be switching. Jones  and sassar 1995 p-94 

stated  that  Customer  loyalty is a feeling  of  attachment  to  or  affection  for a 

company   product  or  services so, customer  loyalty  is  combination of customer 

favorable  attitude  and  behavior  of  repurchase.      

Garland,2002 defined customer  switching  means  customer  relinquish  of  one  

service  provider  for another. Basu & Dick 1994 disclose that cost that incurred when 

switching, is called switching cost, it  include  psychological  cost, time,  and money . 

Gilly  & Gronhang (1991) note that  if  switching  costs  are  too  high dissatisfied 

customer might stay  with  their  present  supplier. We define  switching  cost  in 

three   terms  that  is  adaptation  cost move  in  cost  and loss  cost .We  define  

adaptation  cost  as  cost of  perceived  adaptation  like searching cost, searching for 

better option for new source for a new  product. Loss cost referred to cancelling the use of 

product and directly impact social status of a person and move in cost include shifting cost or 

economic cost involved switching to a new supplier. Overall  purpose  of  this  research  

is  to  identify  and  examine  the aspects  that  influence customer  switching 

behavior  in  cellular  industry. 

2. Literature Review: 

2.1. Customer satisfaction: 

 Oliver in 1997 state this Customer satisfaction is usually about condition of individual 

fulfillment and his/her judgment of fulfilled condition about product. Fornell (1992) said that 

Customer attitude is influenced after the usage of products or services. A study by Crosby et 

al (1990) explore this fact, satisfaction is the tools for assessing experience of customer 

interacting with an organization up to the present time, and it can used to predict customer 

future behavior on the basis of past experience about that product.  

Zeithaml & Bitner (2000) also express customer satisfaction as it is a wide feeling and  

influenced by many factors like quality, price contextual and personal factors and  

satisfaction is  essential forecaster of  customer loyalty. According to past researches by 

Dick & Basu, 1994, deRuyter & Wetzels, 2000, Deng, and  Lu, Wei, & Zhang,2009, 

satisfaction definitely influence customer loyalty and build attachment feelings. 

Gerpott,Rams,&Schindler,2001 stated in their research, though it is quite right to say that 

satisfied customers are more loyal but it does not mean that loyal customers are always 

satisfied from a product. Switching behavior of a customer  is expected to depend on 

dissatisfaction consequential from previous use of brand ( Mazursky and LaBarbera ;1983).In 

2003 Burnham et al, acknowledged that satisfied customers are more loyal with their source 

and they become determined to stay with the brand.  
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Mazursky and LaBarbera (1983) identifies that the switching behavior of the customers 

towards brands is expected to depend upon the intensity of dissatisfaction resulting as of 

former use of the brand. While according to Droge and Chiou, 2006, satisfaction or 

dissatisfaction of the customers alone is not sufficient to identify that customer will remain 

loyal or become disloyal with the brand that they experienced in the past.Another perspective 

disclose by Jones et al, 2000 as the level of satisfaction increase, it diminish chances of 

customer switching, accordingly, it leads to higher level of customer loyalty. Coulter et al. 

(2003) stated that there is less probability of switching of satisfied customer toward any other 

brand  because these feelings make customer bonding strong with brand. 

2.2. Service quality: 

Berry, Parasuraman, & Zeithaml (1988) indicate service quality resulted in the understanding 

of the insubstantial, diverse, and indivisible nature of the anything, also they considered it as 

difference customer’s expectation about the product and its apparent quality. 

Gronroos,2000 & Bitner and  Hubbert,1994 argued that communication between customer 

and company provide chance for customers to evaluate the quality and it could generally 

conceptualized as comparative inadequacy or dominance of brand with others. Past 

researches also confirmed that service quality is multi directional scale and it possesses the 

different aspects and ethnicity of industry. (Brady & Cronin, 2001;Alexandris et al, 2002; 

Dagger et al, 2007; Clemes et al, 2007b). 

Zeithaml et al.1996 and Aydin and Ozer, 2005 identifies that low level of  customer loyalty 

and adverse behavioral intention can be caused by meager quality of service. Loannou and 

Mavri  (2008) found that  the quality of the products and services offer by the providers 

had a positive influence of decreasing switching behavior of the customers.  

H1: Service quality is positively associated with customer satisfaction. 

2.3.Brand commitment: 

Lastovicka and Gardner, 1978, p.90, Kiesler, 1968, p 448   defined brand commitment as 

the pledging or binding of an individual for his/her preferred brand and said; to prevent 

customers switching primarily the brand commitment is very important. A general concept 

exist that  it also play a role of exit barrier and  brand  commitment  is  a  necessary  

condition  the occurrence of true brand loyalty  because it the  raises level of  customer 

satisfaction.According to Hamilton et al. (2009) consumers are attracted by the introduction 

of a new brand or a new product and it shows that their loyalty to existing products decreased 

by introduction of new brand. 

 In contrast, Raju et al. (2009) propose that there are two directions of brand commitment, 

first  one is confirmatory processing and second is disconfirmatory processing.Confirmatory 

processing takes place when compare the similarities between preferred brand and the 

competitor brand while on the other side disconfirmatory processing focused on the 

differentiation between customer preferred brand and the competitor brand. In confirmatory 

processing customer’s brand commitment is low, while on the other hand in disconfirmatory 
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it is on high level. 

Wang & Cui (2010) demonstrated that during online shopping customers choose products as 

stock keeping unit level instead of level of brand commitment or loyalty, which affects the 

consumer decision process. Coulter et al. (2003) stated that there are less chances of 

switching of satisfied customers with current brand. Mazursky &LaBarbera (1983) also 

supported the concept that satisfaction play pivotal role to prevent switching behavior of 

consumers that is strongly attached with brand commitment in cell phone industry. 

H2: Brand commitment is positively associated with customer satisfaction. 

2.4.Customer loyalty:  

Oliver, 1999, p.34 defined loyalty as a state of emotion “a deeply held commitment to re-buy 

or re-patronize a preferred product/service consistently in the future”. Sasser  and Jones  

(1995) acknowledged that customer loyalty is a emotion of affection to or liking for a 

company’s product, for its name or fame. They also add there are two belonging of this term, 

and !
st
  is the unstable relation (short term loyalty) and  2

nd
 is stable relation(long term 

loyalty). These two belongings are defined as the customers with short-term loyalty detect the 

defect and switch to the alternatives for betterment, on the other hand customers having 

long-term loyalty restrict their boundaries and avoid switching to other alternatives. 

Fornell, 1992 & Reichheld, 1996 stated there two terminologies customer satisfaction and 

customer loyalty are closely related to each other. The term Customer satisfaction functions 

as forerunner of customer loyalty. It works as a guard which retains the customer attention, it 

prevents customer churn and consolidates retention, the re-buy constituting an important 

cause of customer loyalty.  There is a positive relationship between customer satisfaction 

and customer loyalty, although there is no linear relation (Fornell, 1992; Soderlund, 1998). 

Customer loyalty is highly influenced by the risk of switching barriers when a customer 

switches towards an attractive alternative. 

In response of  dissatisfactory condition, Hirschman (1970) said customer loyalty is 

influenced by the behavior of dissatisfaction. He argued that a customer who is not satisfied, 

this may has comprised primarily two reasons: any bad experience, very harsh response in 

discontinuing, due to this they exit, and other cause is problem in communication the 

resultant is concluded as the higher the dissatisfaction response is, the lower the customer 

loyalty. 

H3: Customer satisfaction is positively associated with customer loyalty. 

2.5.Switching cost:  

Switching cost is a valuable phrase that describes the variety of financial and non financial 

costs occurred while changing suppliers (Matthews and Murray, 2007). In 1980 Porter 

characterized switching costs as “one-time costs facing the buyer of switching from one 

supplier’s product for another’s”; notion of switching costs can be as the supposed as the 

degree of the extra costs required to come to an end the existing relationship and secure an 

alternative. 
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However, Keaveney, 1995 explain  the switching cost may be comprised of psychological 

and emotional costs. The cost arise from switching for another provider can be measured by 

the switching cost (Cunningham and Lee, 2001). According to Chang and Chen (2007) the 

loyalty is positively affected by the switching barriers of customer. Cost  that a customer 

bear during switching process, including psychological , money and cost time all these 

factors are included in switching cost ( Dick &Basu, 1994).  

One of the 1
st
 generalized models to investigate several factors that influenced customers to 

switch service a provider was developed by Keaveney (1995). Fornell (1992) explains that 

high switching costs can prevent switching by making it costly for customers to change 

service providers by realizing the values they will lose if they switch towards the 

alternative.Colgate and Lang (2001) investigated switching barriers in the New Zealand and 

found that if the switching cost is high it will restrict your customer to switch even if he has 

completely diverted its mind to consider the alternative to switching  provider.  

Over a period of time there is a relation of trust have been built between the customer and the 

service provider it will become emotionally attach and these feelings become exit 

barrier(cost), even in the condition when they are not satisfied with the performance of the 

product that is currently in their usage. Hunt and Morgan, 1994 explained it might b possible 

customer stay with their current product just because of a thought, if there is defection in the 

current product, it might b possible after bearing switching  cost there could be other 

problems and defection in new ones.  

H4: Switching cost is positively associated with customer loyalty. 

2.6.Customer Switching Behavior: 

A behavior of customer switching is defined as disowning a service provider for the sake of 

betterment. Customer switching means customers forsake one service provider for another 

(Garland, 2002). The cellular industry is change because of rapid change of technology and 

the customer behavior.In a study Making Every Interaction Count Game Fly Aligns its 

Customer Experience, 2007 it is declared due to new technology and awareness, customers 

are sharp and knowledgeable in buying decisions, about  products and they are intelligent to 

examine the value and fame of company and its products by communicating with others or 

through internet .They can quickly switch to others due to new technology and other reason , 

might be  possible they are unhappy from the quality of current product. 

In 1995, first generalized model was proposed by Keaveney  to examine a number of factors 

that have impact on customers to switching behavior. Hocutt, 1998, Palmer & Bejou 1998 

discover that  It might be logical to suppose that customers switching behavior arise from a 

single unpleasant reason, or it is consequential of various  problems happened over the time 

period.  

Cunningham and Gerrard, 2004, Murray and Matthews and, 2007, Clemes et al., 2007a, 

Hedge and Colgate 2001 all these researchers have considered a combination of numerous 

factors that cause customers switching, so that they should develop strategies that could 

reduce the negative effects and enhance relation with customers. 
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H5: Customer satisfaction is negatively associated with customer switching behavior. 

H6: Switching cost is negatively associated with customer switching behavior. 

3-Conceptual Model:  

 

4.Methodology:  

The methodology involves the descriptive method in this research. Descriptive study is 

defined as to elaborate something, any phenomena, or to explain a specific situation.  By 

another researcher the descriptive research is defined as the current condition of a scenario 

instead of interpreting and making judgments (Creswell, 1994). Verification of the developed 

hypotheses that reflect for the current situation is the purpose of this method. The research 

provides information current the current scenario and focus on past or present for example 

quality of life in a community or customer attitudes towards any marketing activity (Kumar, 

2005). 

4.1. Sample 

To conduct the research the sample is selected of about 200 respondents they will participate 

in the self administered questionnaire. The population for the current research is cell phone 

users in Pakistan. A non-probability sampling technique used in the current study and that is 

convenience sampling. The relevant data is collected and obtained by using this convenience 

sampling technique from the sample or the unit of the study that are conveniently available 

(Zikmund, 1997). Usually for collecting a large number of completed surveys speedily and 

with economy convenience sample technique are used (Lym et al., 2010). 

To obtain the appropriate result from this study it has ensured that the respondents must have 
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two major characteristics to take part in this self-administered survey. First, cell phone is in 

use of the respondent with the enough knowledge about the other brands. Second, is the 

objective of the study their loyalty or switching behavior for particular cell phone brand on 

the basis of their experience, it definitely influences the attitude and behavior of the 

respondent. 

We select these respondents from one city of Pakistan. Two main groups will target to gather 

the sample information: university students and working professionals. The selection of 

respondents (students and working professionals) based on the prior results of the studies on 

switching behavior in Pakistan.  

4.2 Instrument and Measures 

In this research the survey instrument of the current study address two major purposes: First 

is the adoption of high technology cell phone brands and to analyze the relationship of 

different variables in the adoption. Second, to collect information about the different 

characteristics of the respondents that can be used to understand the variations in different 

categories. The survey instrument contains two sections. Section 1 includes different personal 

and demographic variables. This section will obtain the respondent’s information about 

gender, age, income, education, status, frequency of internet use and possible product to be 

purchased in the future.  

Section 2 includes the latent variables that are important in the current study. These variables 

include service quality, brand commitment, customer satisfaction, and customer loyalty, 

customer switching behavior and switching cost towards online shopping. This section of the 

study is developed based on the past literature and already used questionnaires (Table 1).  

The scales of the study were adopted from the previous literature and published studies. The 

first three variables of the study were service quality, brand commitment and customer 

satisfaction. Each variable have different items and these scales were taken from Chang and 

Chen (2007). The next variable is customer loyalty having eight items was taken from Yoo et 

al, (2000). The last variable is switching behavior have six items to evaluate reasons for this 

behavior and this scale was taken from Chang and Chen (2007). ………….. 

4.3.Procedure:  

The questionnaire was distributed among 200 respondents Bahawalpur. These respondents 

are selected based on the criteria above mentioned. Before giving the questionnaire, the 

purpose of study and questions were explained to the respondents so they can easily fill the 

questionnaire with relevant responses. A total of 160 questionnaires were selected and rest of 

the questionnaires was not included in the further analysis due to incomplete or invalid 

responses. After collecting the completed questionnaires, these questionnaires were coded 

and entered into SPSS sheet for further analysis. 
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Table no.1:Scales used for research: 

No. Variable Item Reference 

1 Service 

Quality 

1.  This cell phone brand is successful to complete its            

life(Warranty) 

2. This cell phone is modern equipment 

3. This cell phone has many visually appealing facilities 

4. This cell phone brand having customer best interest at heart 

 

Yoo et al, 

(2000) 

2 Brand 

commitment 

1. I usually tell my friends that this is a great cell phone brand to 

purchase. 

2. Iam proud to tell others that I am user of this cell phone brand 

3. For me this is the best of all possible cell phone brand to have 

4. I am extremely glad that I choose to purchase this touch screen 

cell over others I was considering 

5. I really care about this cell phone brand 

6. I would accept almost any type cost in order to keep this new 

model of this cell phone brand 

7. I am willing to put in a great deal of effort beyond that normally 

expected in order to help this cell phone brand to be 

successfully 

 

Chang and 

Chen (2007) 

3 Customer 

loyalty 

1. This cell phone brand would be my first choice 

2. I consider myself to be loyal to this brand 

3. I will not buy other brands if the same product is available at 

the store 

4. I recommend this cell phone brand to someone who seeks my 

advice 

5. I get good value for my money 

6. I say positive things about this brand to other people 

7. Iam willing to pay premium price over competing products to 

Chang and 

Chen (2007) 
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be able to purchase this brand again 

8. I consider this brand  my first choice in the next few years 

4 Customer 

Satisfaction 

1. Overall I am satisfied with specific experience with this cell 

phone brand 

2. I am satisfied with my decision to purchase from this brand 

Ragunathan 

and 

Irwin(2001) 

5 Switching 

Behavior 

1. I attend to switch my current cell phone 

2. Next time I shall need cell phone of other brand 

3. I would not continue to have cell phone from my current brand  

 

Yoo et al., 

2000 

6 Switching 

cost 

1. Switching to new cell phone causes monetary cost 

2. If I switched to a new cell phone brand, the services offered by 

the new cell phone brand might not work as well as expected 

3. Even if I have enough information, comparing the cell phone 

brand with each other takes a lot of energy, time and effort 

4. If I switched to new cell phone brand ,I could not use some 

services (MMS.GPRS,WAP,etc.)until I learned to used them 

5. I cannot be sure that the new cell phone brand can provide 

better service quality than the old one 

6. Overall, it would cost me a lot of time and energy to find an 

alternative cell phone. 

Chang and 

Chen (2007) 

 

4.4. Reliability Analysis  

Overall Cronbach’s alpha of adoption of high technology cell phone brands questionnaire 

items were  more than acceptable because recommended value 0.50 by Nunnally (1970) and 

0.60 by Moss  et al. (1998). This shows that all the 30 items were reliable and valid to 

measure the opinions of consumers towards high technology cell phones. 
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Table no. 2: Reliability of Measurements Instrument 

Scales Item Cronbach Alpha 

Service Quality 

Brand Commitment 

Customer Satisfaction 

Customer Loyalty 

Switching Cost 

Switching Behavior 

4 

7 

2 

8 

6 

3 

.670 

.689 

.652 

.827 

.664 

.667 

5. Results and Analysis 

5.1. Profile of the Respondents  

Personal and demographic information of respondents such as gender, age, income, education 

level, status, rate of changing cell phone and the cell phone brand they currently using are 

presented in the following table. 

Table 3: Profile of the Respondents 

Variable category Frequency Percentage 

Gender Male 

Female 

74 

86 

46.3 

53.8 

Age 15-20 Years  

20-25 Years  

25-30 Years  

30-35 Years 

35-40years  

35 

94 

19 

5 

7 

21.9 

58.8 

11.9 

3.1 

4.4 

Income Below 15000  

15000-25000  

25000-35000  

35000-45000  

45000-55000  

47 

60 

17 

14 

9 

29.4 

37.5 

10.6 

8.8 

5.6 
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Above 55000 13 8.1 

Education Matriculation 

Inter 

Bachelor  

Master  

MS / MPhil 

PHD 

7 

12 

26 

80 

31 

4 

4.4 

7.5 

16.3 

50.0 

19.4 

2.5 

Status Student  

Employed  

Businessman 

Unemployed 

Housewife 

109 

33 

13 

4 

1 

68.1 

20.6 

8.1 

2.5 

0.6 

Cell phone brand 

currently using 

Nokia 

Q Mobile 

Samsung  

G Five 

Apple I phone 

Huawai 

HTC 

XA 

Lumina 

98 

15 

12 

10 

8 

5 

5 

3 

4 

61.3 

9.4 

7.5 

6.3 

5.0 

3.1 

3.1 

1.9 

2.5 

Frequency for 

changing cell 

phone 

Oftenly 

As new model 

launched 

After 6 month 

After 1 year 

Rarely 

23 

13 

 

19 

30 

75 

14.4 

8.1 

 

11.9 

18.8 

46.9 
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5.2.Hypothesis Testing:  

5.2.1. Service quality, Brand commitment and Customer satisfaction: 

According to the results of the study, the both variables service quality and brand 

commitment have a significant positive relationship with customer satisfaction. Specially, 

service quality has a significant positive relationship with (β=0.214) and (p < 0.010) It means 

that service quality contribute more than  21% to customer satisfaction. 

The regression results of brand commitment with customer satisfaction is also significant 

with (β=.378) and (p < 0.000).Regression results declare that brand commitment contribute 

37% to customer satisfaction. Results of the current study validate the H1 and H2. 

5.2.2. Customer satisfaction, switching cost and customer loyalty: 

Regression Analysis of the switching behavior study that there is a significant positive 

relationship of customer loyalty with customer satisfaction with (β=552) and (p < 0.000). 

These result shows that customer satisfaction contributes 55% to customer loyalty. 

The regression analysis of the study shows that there is a significant positive relationship 

between customer loyalty and switching satisfaction with (β=.192) and (p < 0.003). 

According to these results, switching cost contributes more than 19% to customer loyalty. 

The results of this exploratory research support H4 and H5. 

 5.2.3 Switching behavior, customer satisfaction and switching cost 

While considering the significance between switching behavior and customer satisfaction the 

results of the current study shows  insignificant relationship between customer satisfaction 

and customer switching behavior with (β = -0.072) and (p > 0.375).According to the results, 

there is  significant but negative  relationship  between  switching behavior and 

switching cost  with (β= -.201) and (p > 0.014). Based on these results, we reject H5 

conclude that the study did not find significant relationship of customer satisfaction and 

customer switching behavior.  

Table no.3.Regression analysis 

Hypothesis Model Variables Estimate S.E. C.R. P Results 

H1 

H2 

Cust_sat               

serv_qty 

Cust_sat              

brnd_comit 

.214 

.378 

.106 

.106 

2.618 

4.615 

.010 

.000 

supported 

H3 

H4 

Cust_loyal           

Cust_sat 

Cust_loyal           

switch_cost 

.552 

.192 

.052 

.070 

8.589 

2.984 

.000 

.003 

supported 
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H5 Swtitch_beh          

Cust_sat 

-.072 .079 -.889 .375 Not 

support 

H6 Switch_beh           

switch_cost 

-.201 .108 -2.473 .014 supported 

 

Figure: Structural model: 

 

 

6.Discussion: 

The main objective of this research has been to explore the acceptance of high technology 

cell phones in the context of a developing country in contrast to the enormous research that 

was conducted in developed countries. Pakistan has been an ideal country for that due to high 

penetration of new technology introducing by different cell phone companies, companies are 

trying keep loyal their customers but rapidly changing technology and intense competition 

making  this  task  very  tough.  

Current study formulated acceptance of high technology cell phone brand model to include 

customer satisfaction as an antecedent of customer loyalty and decrease in customer 

satisfaction cause of customer switching behavior. The results obtained from the analysis 

allowed us to verify the established hypotheses and to understand the relationship between 

different variables of technology acceptance model. Now discretely we discuss these finding 

and their implications in the following section. 
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In this study we explore that the customer loyalty and switching behavior can be measured by 

means of the following constructs: Service quality, brand commitment, customer satisfaction, 

switching cost. In addition to this, we presented exploratory analyses of consumer switching 

behavior exhibited by young and old respondents as well as lower and higher educated 

respondents. This research makes a considerable contribution for an improved understanding 

of the linkage among satisfaction of customer and customer loyalty.  

As of the variables that were used to measure the customer satisfaction, service quality and 

brand commitment proved to have important relation in comparison with satisfaction. Firstly, 

the more satisfied individuals were with the brand of cell phone they used, the greater the 

possibility that they would remain with the same brand. This result appears to support the 

outcomes of a former study in approximately the same field. In a previous research Coulter et 

al. (2003) reported that when consumers are content with the brand they use they are less 

willing to switch for a different brand. Secondly, the more committed individuals are to their 

cell phone brand, there is less chance to switch for other brands.  

The result confirms similar outcome reported in research studies performed in other fields on 

the topic of brand commitment (Coulter et al., 2003). LaBarbera and Mazursky (1983) 

supported the assumption that satisfaction has an important role in the switching behavior of 

consumers, except for brand commitment, and this is confirmed in the current study on cell 

phones. But in our research it is proved that there is insignificant relation between customer 

satisfaction and switching behavior. 

Our study is about cellular phones and here it is demonstrated that dissatisfaction does not 

initiate switching behavior, it could happens due to any reason but most strong point is 

rapidly change in technology. Cellular companies are specially concentrating on R&D to add 

features in their products to seek the attention of customers.In 2000, Ganesh et al. stated that 

market comprised of three groups of customer, satyer ,dissatisfied switchers and satisfied 

switchers: stayers  are the group of customers whom stay with brand and do not switch for 

others. Dissatsfied switchers are the group of individuals whom had switch from other 

supplier/companies due to their dissatisfactory feelings and finally satisfied switchers are 

those  individuals whom  had switched toward others not because of dissatisfactory 

feelings. 

Result proved that relation of switching cost and loyalty is positive and significant, it means 

customer desire to change cell phone brand  but there is a barrier of switching cost that 

create restriction to change .Gronhaug and Gilly(1991) explain that a customer who is 

dissatisfied may remain with their present provider if switching costs are too high. Fornell 

(1992) note that high switching  costs can prevent  customer switching. 

These results verified strong relationship between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. 

Oliva et al., 1992 explore this in research when satisfaction increase and reaches a certain 

level, loyalty increases significantly; at the same time, when satisfaction decline to a certain 

point, loyalty dropped equally dramatically. In our study, as the customer satisfaction 

measurement raises one unit from agree to strongly agree, the customer loyalty indices 

increase by over 100 percent.  
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Results verified that customer satisfaction does not equal customer loyalty, satisfaction is 

antecedent of loyalty, first a customer should be satisfied then he become loyal with 

brand .Two measures of customer loyalty used in this study were the respondent's  

satisfaction and the switching cost to find out either customer is satisfied and loyal and 

recommending the cell phone brand that he is using to others or  using the brand because of 

moving cost is very high .  

Scales  compares the scores on overall satisfaction with loyalty is high in case of 

standardized brands such as Apple user, we have just 5% iPhone user but they are highly 

satisfied and loyal because of high quality and eventually high level of brand commitment. 

Mostly respondents are students ,categorize in low income group, using Nokia ,Q mobile or 

Chinese cells tend to switch but switching cost for them is high so they have to use the 

particular brand because of switching high cost for other brands like apple and Samsung. 

 This research discloses that as switching cost decrease, possibilities of customer switching 

increase toward high technology cell phone brand. Customer of young age want to have a cell 

phone that has quite distinct position in market,61%  respondents are Nokia users, some of 

them show their loyalty for brand, because it is providing good quality in very reasonable 

price. Most costly brand that only 5% respondents are using is Apple; user of other brands 

will bear high switching cost for this brand. Results of present research are consistent with 

several past researches that switching costs are the main cause of customer behavioral loyalty 

in cellar industry. So this is alignment of the result of this research with this past research in 

which Droge and Chiou indicate that just satisfaction is not sufficient to keep a customer 

loyal with brand. 7.Recommendations: 

We are providing some strategic recommendations for cellular companies; 

First, cell phone companies must, moreover all above, maximize customer satisfaction in 

order to boost customer loyalty. In particular, cellular companies should direct their attention 

on quality, to seek customer interest they have to offer best quality as compared to their 

competitors.  

Second, cellular companies should focus on uniqueness and add some distinct features, 

through research and development, to retain customers in this highly unstable environment. It 

become unstable because of very rapid growth of technology. 

Third, companies should formulate better advertisement strategies to increase awareness for 

new customers and make stronger brand commitment their present customers. Companies 

ought to offer discounts, offer gifts and vouchers for new customers; it has positive influence 

on customer satisfaction. 

Fourth, the reason considerably prominence customer switching behavior ,come into sight  

are switching costs such as move-in cost, loss cost, and time for searching better option. 

Cellular companies must continuously build up customer reward programs that concretely 

compensate customers, such as price discounts, in order to increase loss cost and move-in 

cost. 
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In saturated markets it seems essential to build switching barriers to maintain market shares 

and growth. Thus, cellular companies have to increase the switching cost in favor of customer 

retention for their brand. 

8.Limitations and Future research:  

After concluding all results, the current study opens numerous areas to be investigating in the 

future researches. Future research can confine and enlighten the results for many other factors 

that are not take into account in our study due to shortage of time, small sample size. In this 

research two variables included, customer satisfaction and switching cost that proves to be 

influential on customer loyalty. But there are still many other factors are that influence 

customer loyalty.  

The current study focus on customer satisfaction that leads to loyalty or may be switching 

behavior, which do not always become definite outcomes of customer behavior, therefore, 

future research may possibly obtain results from other factors like intentional or planned or 

habitual switching behavior that is major problem for cellular companies in this era and 

prices of cell phones. These variables can further help us to understand loyalty of customers 

and switching behavior of customers. 
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